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Our Values
At Canadian Feed The Children, our values are reference
points for what is important, how we make decisions and solve
problems, how we behave with each other and our stakeholders,
and the meaning we give to our efforts.
With strong, shared values as touchstones, we are able to act
with courage, honesty and integrity to deliver the results our
colleagues, partners, donors and the public rely on us to achieve.

g We are driven by our mission.
g We are a listening and respectful organization.
g We believe in each other’s potential.
g We treat each other as we would like to be treated.
g We are innovative and open to change.
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Checking in with Executive Director Debra Kerby
At CFTC, we want to change
the world.
We want to work alongside like-minded
Canadians to make a lasting impact in the lives of
some of the world’s most impoverished children.
Having passed our 25-year mark in 2010, we
were proud of the positive change that CFTC’s
work had contributed to alleviating the impact of
poverty on children globally.
However in 2011, we recognized that we needed
to look at significant change closer to home – in
our own CFTC approach and operations.
Poverty is an increasingly complex global issue that
requires a systemic approach and a long-term view.
Those living in poverty can be bombarded with
short-term solutions that won’t necessarily deliver
long-term change.
As an independent, Canadian-based international
development agency, we wanted to take our good
year-to-year work and transform it to great long-term
results. So, in 2011, we took the opportunity to make
some major organizational shifts to set ourselves on a
clearer path to deliver long-term, high-impact results.
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Our goal is transformational change for the longterm that will best serve the children, communities
and partners on which our mission is based.

We conducted three parallel initiatives as part of
this journey to change in 2011:
• fearless internal analysis of programs,
fundraising and financials,
• transformation of our programs adopting a
theory of change approach, and
• focused efforts to ensure the highest levels of
good governance and financial transparency.

Fearless Internal Analysis
Success can breed complacency, and for this
reason we put every aspect of CFTC under the
microscope in 2011 using our own lens and those
of external experts.
We subjected the organization to an intensive
global analysis of CFTC’s head office operations:
programs, fundraising and financials. Our goal
was to do a reality check on how we were allocating
resources against results, the effectiveness of our
organizational administration, and how we could
optimize our efforts to deliver lasting change.
The analysis revealed a number of practices ripe
for streamlining or strengthening – and a few that
we needed to simply stop. We had many tough
conversations and made difficult decisions bearing
significant organizational impact.
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As an agency committed to transparency, integrity
and building the capacity of our partners on the
ground, we know that we have to be a strong
model of operational excellence so that we can
share those best practices with others.
We looked closely at our country operations,
starting in Ghana. An expert third party did an
in-depth review of every aspect of our work:
field office operations, partners and projects. The
evaluation indicated that there is much CFTC is
doing well. It also highlighted a number of key
areas for improvement. The need to streamline
our efforts and activities was just one major lesson
learned, along with strengthening our indicators
to measure long-term results. This intense – and
at times uncomfortable – scrutiny provided many
constructive lessons that will enable CFTC to work
more effectively at every level of the organization.
As a result, in 2011 we developed a three-year
action plan to share the strengths and address the
gaps across CFTC in ways that will ultimately
benefit the children and communities for whom we
want to make a difference.
This was an important step on our journey to change.

Transforming CFTC’s Programs with
a Theory of Change
We all know that change does not happen overnight.
Change takes time. This can be challenging when
we want to make a difference in the life of a child
or a community now.

In 2011, we recognized that positive long-term
results are more likely to be achieved when we can
clearly articulate the impact we are working to
achieve, when we are clear about where we will (or
will not) apply our resources to deliver this impact,
and when we are clear about how we will measure
this impact in a sustainable way.

seek ways to expand our successful school feeding
program into a more comprehensive communitybased nutrition program that is aligned with the
community’s identified health goals. Community
leaders in Canada were involved in a similar process
as those in Ghana – and the result in both countries
was the development of a detailed multi-year plan.

To this end, in 2011 CFTC began the transition
from a broad year-to-year approach reporting
on short-term program results to a long-term,
systematic strategy for delivering measurable
results. The approach we adopted is called “theory
of change,” a methodology increasingly being used
by social change organizations to gain clarity about
the change they want to create, how to measure
that change, and how to take a realistic role in
helping to deliver it.

We are only at the early stages on this part of the
journey and there is still a long way to go.

We call this new approach our Roadmap to Change.

This new, systematic approach ensures that we have
the right partners and projects in place and realistic
goals to deliver our ultimate outcome: children
in vibrant, sustainable communities with the
foundations in place to build a prosperous future.

We pilot tested our Roadmap to Change in Ghana
in early 2011, conducting a comprehensive
country review and facilitating workshops with
community partners, government leaders and
local development agencies. In alignment with
our community-driven approach, these involved
discussions about the vision the community has
for their children, the country’s poverty reduction
goals, and what complementary initiatives are
already underway. This process allowed us to
develop a clear goal statement for our work in
Ghana and begin to focus our programs.
In Canada, we pilot tested our Roadmap to Change
in an Aboriginal community in Eastern Canada to

The lessons learned at both the organizational and
country level through these pilot tests have formed
the basis for the next phase, a CFTC Global
Roadmap, in 2012. By the end of 2014, CFTC will
have change maps in place for each of our countries
of operation, along with performance indicators by
sector - all of which will align with our global map.
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Engaging in the Roadmap to Change process
has also forced CFTC to question and rearticulate the unique contribution we bring to
international development. We recognized that
CFTC’s strength and core value is based on our
proven ability to build local partner capacity and
support community-led development through a
comprehensive understanding of the communities
we support. We do this through a small-scale,
personalized approach unique to our size and
operating model.
We also recognized that our current sectors –
health, education, livelihoods and nutrition – are
very broad, and CFTC is supporting many diverse
activities within these sectors across a large number
of partners. To deliver measurable impact, we must
focus our activities and our partnerships to ensure
we are in alignment with our Roadmap to Change.
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For example, within the health sector, CFTC will
begin to transition more fully to nutrition-based
activities and results – ensuring that vulnerable girls
and boys have optimal nutritional status. Within
the livelihoods sector, CFTC will begin to focus on
delivery of food security to ensure men and women
are able to meet the basic nutritional needs of
their families. Finally, within the education sector,
CFTC will continue to ensure that vulnerable
children have access to school and achieve high
graduation rates. Further refinement of both
CFTC partners and sectors will be a top priority
for 2012 and 2013 as we roll out our Roadmap to
Change globally.

Focused Efforts on Good Governance
and Financial Transparency

CFTC has many long-term, generous and
committed donors who have made a significant
difference in the lives of thousands of children.

Good governance is the foundation for our journey
to change. We’ve made tremendous strides in terms
of organizational governance, as Board Chair Rob
King discusses in “Plotting Our Course” on page
18. We will continue to strengthen on this front and
share our practices with our local partners to deepen
their own governance capacity and leadership.

Thank you for the role you’ve played on CFTC’s
journey thus far. We know you want to change
the world, too. As we move ahead guided by our
Roadmap to Change, we look forward to your
continued support helping us to create that world
where all children thrive.

In 2011, CFTC was thrilled to be named a finalist
in the 2011 Voluntary Sector Reporting Awards
organized by the Queen’s Centre for Governance
in partnership with the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Ontario and sponsored by
PricewaterhouseCoopers. This was a direct result
of the considerable work conducted during
our global analysis and to our commitment to
transparency in our financial reporting.
The fact is, though, that to deliver our Roadmap
to Change and have a greater impact on more
children, we must continue to drive revenues and
specifically, drive lower-cost revenue streams.
While we’ve had great response to our
telemarketing and direct mail over the years,
as many charities know, those are higher cost
approaches. We will continue to seek innovative
ways to transition to lower-cost fundraising to
allow us to direct more funds to deepen our
program work.
2011 was a year of great insights, significant
challenges and deep learning. Through it all, we
held strong our desire to change the world.

Debra Kerby
Executive Director
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Milestones on the path to change in 2011
We began our Roadmap to Change in 2011, and this work will continue
for the next several years. Each step we take along the way allows for
increased precision in reporting the results of our work and drawing
clear cause-and-effect links from the activities we fund to the change
we seek to achieve. By 2014, we anticipate having specific indicators
of change defined on a country-by-country basis, which will greatly
enhance our ability to assess and report on our impact.
In 2011, as we began the transition to a longer-term focus guided by
a theory of change, our work remained activity-based and measured
against an annual operating plan. We funded our local partners within
what are currently broadly-defined sectors and objectives:
• To offer greater access to education for girls and boys.
• To improve nutrition for children through school and community
feeding programs.
• To improve child, maternal and community health through
preventative and remedial medical and health-related services.
• To support sustainable livelihood opportunities for families and
communities primarily through agricultural and alternative income
generation schemes.

We increased access to education for girls and boys by:
• Providing 5,643 children with scholastic materials and 1,228 children
with uniforms.
• Providing teachers with professional development opportunities.
• Building two new classroom blocks in Uganda and Ghana.
• Providing more than 1,000 children ages 0-6 with access to early
childhood development centres in Ghana, Ethiopia and Bolivia.

We supported children’s nutrition by:
• Delivering nutritious meals and snacks to a daily average of 4,319 children
and youth across Canada for a total of 1,079,956 nutritious meals and snacks.
• Providing nutrition education to children and youth across Canada.
• Delivering daily nutritious meals and snacks to 38,304 children through
schools and early childhood education centres in Ghana, Uganda and Bolivia.
• Providing 6,754 community volunteers and caregivers with training in
appropriate nutrition for children in Bolivia and Uganda.

In the area of health improvement, we:
• Provided medical services to over 12,000 children and their parents
through brick-and-mortar and mobile clinics.
• Provided 80 new HIV/AIDS-affected households with home-based care,
in addition to the 365 households we already support.
• Distributed 774 mosquito nets to 384 households.
• Installed 175 pit latrines in schools and communities, preventing illnesses
related to poor hygiene.

And, we enhanced livelihood opportunities for families and
communities by:
• Training 308 parents and guardians in income generating activities, such
as floriculture, poultry farming, food preparation, and more.
• Training 216 food-insecure families in kitchen gardening and providing
them with start-up capital.
• Facilitating the formation of 30 Village Savings and Loan Associations.
• Constructing two new craft centres for women entrepreneurs in Ghana,
increasing the productivity of 394 entrepreneurs.

Join us on a country-by-country tour of 2011 in the following pages.
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Saludos desde Bolivia!

Greetings from Bolivia!

A landlocked country in South America’s Andean mountains, Bolivia has made major strides in
child development, health and education at the national level recently. Yet while it has reduced
infant and maternal mortality, malnutrition and gender inequality, Bolivia is still challenged
by some of the highest rates of poverty and inequality in Latin America. Bolivia’s public
institutions are limited by a lack of resources and coordination, and do not yet adequately
respond to the needs of the most marginalized, especially rural indigenous communities.
Solutions for reducing poverty in Bolivia must ensure that families and communities are active
participants in the healthy development of their children. CFTC’s approach is founded on
working with local partners, families and caregivers to better meet children’s health, nutrition
and education needs in some of Bolivia’s most impoverished urban and suburban areas.

Fernando Diaz Romero, CFTC’s Country Representative
in Bolivia, speaks about the significant success that can
be achieved with the full engagement of the family in
child welfare:
“One of our greatest achievements during 2011 has been the
reduction of malnutrition levels in children under five among
four of CFTC’s six partners. This is an important issue since
nutrition is a critical part of the child’s integral development
and the more we do to support children’s good nutrition, the
more opportunities they will have to enter and be successful
in formal education. It is not enough to support children in
isolation; we must also support the family to be an engaged
and responsible actor on the child’s behalf.”
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Highlights from Bolivia 2011
k In 2011, 300 youth rescued from the streets and given safe
shelter by CFTC partner Alalay were involved in a baking and
sewing program that instills discipline and self-confidence.
They produced bread and pastries, quilts, t-shirts, tablecloths
and aprons which were sold to the local community. Alalay
also provided over 600 children and youth with basic skills
in three common computer programs. The improvements to
self-esteem, communication, technical and marketing skills
gained through these experiences will help break the cycle of
poverty and pave the way for lifelong success for these youth.
k Sociedad Católica de San José (SCSJ) taught 125 girls and boys
aged four to six to identify and help prepare healthy foods, plus
taught 66 parents about child nutrition and the value of
indigenous food products like traditional grains such as quinoa
and cañahua, and local fruit. Parents and their children now
have better knowledge of children’s nutritional needs and how to
fulfill them cost effectively and in a culturally appropriate manner.
k CFTC’s community partner Tomás Katari Politecnic Institute
(IPTK) maintained or improved the nutritional status of
280 children, newborn to age six, by implementing a daily
nutrition program through community-based early childhood
development centres (Centros Infantiles Comunitarios, or
CICOMs). At the beginning of 2011, 48 of these children
were identified as malnourished. Working closely with these
children to improve their nutritional intake, and with parents
to expand their knowledge of child health and nutrition, the
program has resulted in healthier, stronger children who now
have a better start in life.

1

2

Communities where CFTC works in
Bolivia: Cochabamba, El Alto, La Paz, San
José, Santa Cruz, Sucre

La Paz

El Alto
Cochabamba
San Jose
Santa Cruz
Sucre

# of CFTC direct beneficiaries
3,394 children | 1,910 adults
Local Partners
• Alalay
• Tomás Katari Politechnic Institute (IPTK)
• Juana Azurduy de Padilla Centre
• La Paz Foundation
• Niño Jesús de Praga Support Centre (NJDP)
• Sociedad Católica de San José (SCSJ)
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Hello from Canada! Bonjour du Canada!
Poverty in Canada continues to be a concern in
some segments of the population, and the effects of
the 2008-09 recession are still being felt across the
country. In 2011, food bank use was 26 per cent
higher than in 2008, an indication that hunger is
on the rise in Canada. In 2011, 38 per cent of those
receiving food from Canadian food banks were
children and youth under the age of 18, and among
the general Canadian population, one in ten children
is growing up in poverty.
In Canadian Aboriginal communities, one child in
four lives in poverty. There is growing recognition in
Canada of the severity and complexity of Aboriginal
health issues both within and outside Aboriginal
communities, and it’s increasingly evident that these
health challenges stem from historical, political and
social factors. Within Canada, Aboriginal children
and their families experience striking health status
disparities when compared to non-Aboriginal
populations. For example, food insecurity for First
Nations populations living on reserve ranges from
21 to 83 per cent compared to three to nine per
cent for the non-Aboriginal population.
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CFTC’s goal in Canada is to contribute to the
improvement of nutrition and nutrition-related health
outcomes through integrated nutrition programs for
Aboriginal children and children from low-income
families and their communities. Recent efforts have
focused on delivering long-term impact through
in-school breakfast and lunch programs, which also
improve students’ attendance and learning.

Genevieve Drouin, Regional Program ManagerAmericas, shares her enthusiasm for proposed
enhancements to our Canadian programming.

CFTC initiated its Roadmap to Change pilot
project in the Eel Ground First Nation, New
Brunswick in 2011 to seek ways to broaden the
impact of the successful breakfast and lunch
program to the wider community. As one of the
first pilot sites for our theory of change, the
process of consultation with community leaders
was eye-opening and led to the development of
a concept paper for a Community Mobilization
Program on Nutrition. The vision is to engage
students, parents, teachers and the community
on the importance of healthy eating as well
as to achieve community health goals. Use of
traditional foods and celebratory feasts are
included. We are excited about the potential of
this project and are now looking towards the
next steps which include seeking funders who
share our enthusiasm and vision.

Highlights from Canada 2011
k Through our 16 partners across Canada, we
successfully provided 1,079,956 nutritious meals
and snacks to children living in resource-poor
communities across Canada, primarily through
in-school and after-school breakfast and lunch
programs.

k More than 100 children at Kisikohk School
in Saskatchewan received a hot breakfast every
morning, improving their overall level of nutrition
and teaching them about healthy food options. In
addition, children were offered a rare opportunity
to reconnect with their Cree culture through a
Cultural Enrichment Project. Boys were able to
learn traditional pow-wow drumming and singing
and girls were able to learn beading and traditional
moccasin-making. All were able to enjoy a rich
sense of identity and pride.
k Elsewhere in rural Saskatchewan, Sweetgrass
School provided 16,600 nutritious breakfasts to
an average of 83 students each school day and the
Mistahi Sipiy School provided 68,000 nutritious
meals to an average of 300 students each school
day. Students have been given the opportunity to
volunteer with the Lunch Cook and learn to cook
nutritious meals for themselves.
k The community of Keewatin, just outside
Kenora, Ontario on the border of Manitoba,
has one of the lowest rates of fruit and vegetable
consumption and the highest rates of heart
disease, cancer, Type II diabetes and obesity
compared to the rest of the province. The
children here often bear the brunt of poverty
in the community, and many of the students at
Keewatin Public School show warning signs of
malnutrition. In 2011, CFTC provided Keewatin
Public School with 3,120 breakfasts and lunches
to an average of 20 students every school day.

Communities where CFTC works in Canada:
First Nations schools (on and off-reserve) in Central
and Northern Ontario, New Brunswick, Northern
Manitoba, Northern Quebec and rural Saskatchewan.
Schools and after-school clubs in Montreal, QC,
Regina, SK, Saddle Lake, AB, St. John’s, NF,
Thompson, MB and Toronto, ON.
# of CFTC beneficiaries:			
8,497 children
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Ke-Etiopia Yemakber Selamtayen Akerbalehu
Respectful greetings from Ethiopia
Ethiopia has emerged as Africa’s top performer in
improving its people’s lives over the past 40 years.
The continent’s top coffee and honey-producing
country, it is home to over 80 ethnic groups, and
has the second largest human and largest livestock
population. In just the last 20 years, primary school
enrolment has quadrupled, child mortality has
decreased by almost half, and the number of
people with access to clean water has more than
doubled. As a result, Ethiopia is currently on track
to achieve at least five of the eight Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) by 2015.
Despite these achievements, Ethiopia is still one
of the poorest countries in the world. Rates of
malnutrition and water-borne diseases are high,
caused by poverty, poor access to health care and
lack of healthy diet. Although education is statesponsored, uniforms and school supplies are not,
making regular attendance impossible for many
children. CFTC’s work addresses these issues
by providing the basic necessities for adequate
nutrition and quality education to children
in Ethiopia.
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Gebriel Galatis, CFTC’s Ethiopian Country
Representative, highlights the successful
implementation of Early Childhood Care
and Education (ECCE) programs in Addis
Ababa and Woliso as CFTC-Ethiopia’s key
achievement in 2011.
“These programs, implemented by our
partners MCDP and CHAD-ET, help
children start their education at an early age
and learn fundamental life skills. Plus, with
a nutrition component supported by CFTC,
children not only get access to a quality
education but adequate nutrition to help them
learn and develop well. The head start that
ECCEs give children enables them to perform
much more successfully in the state-sponsored
school system.”
MCDP’s contribution to the development
of the ECCE in Addis Ababa earned them
recognition from the government, which bodes
well for the ongoing success of the model and
its potential direct impact on improving
the quality of education for Ethiopia’s most
vulnerable children.

Highlights from Ethiopia 2011
k The ECCE programs in Addis Ababa and Woliso
supported 120 children from the poorest section of the
capital city and 112 children from impoverished rural
areas. Parental involvement in the ECCEs to prepare
food and assist teachers is also high, and is broadening
knowledge of proper nutrition and the value of
education, particularly for girls, which has further
impact on children’s well-being in the long-term.
k Through CFTC’s partners in Ethiopia, 3,076 children
received access to primary and secondary school, afterschool tutoring and health care check-ups. Thanks to
this additional education and health care support, 93
per cent of students advanced to the next grade.
k A total of 1,248 parents and child guardians have
been organized in Self-Help Groups (SHGs), where
they received training on basic business skills practices
and saving. As a result, they were able to set in motion
a savings plan, pool their combined savings and access
credit, allowing them to start and scale up small
businesses and engage in income-generating activities.

Communities where CFTC works in
Ethiopia: Addis Ababa, Akaki Kality Subcity, Sululta and Chancho Towns, Woldia
Mekdela Kebele, Woliso District

Addis Ababa

Sululta and Chancho Towns
Akaki-Kality Sub-city

Woliso District

Woldia Mekdela Kebele

# of CFTC direct beneficiaries
7,520 children | 1,794 adults
Local Partners
• Emmanuel Development Association (EDA)
• Organization for Child Development and Child
Transformation (CHAD-ET)
• Integrated Service for AIDS Prevention and Support
Organization (ISAPSO)
• Mission for Community Development Program (MCDP)
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Amaraba Ghana! Welcome to Ghana!
Gaining independence in 1957, this coastal
country in West Africa has had uninterrupted
democratic rule since 1992 and is considered
a model of political reform and stability.
Rising gold prices and the recent discovery of
offshore oil have offered Ghana great promise
for economic development, positioning it to
become a middle income country by 2015.
However, like many African countries, Ghana’s
economy remains largely agrarian. This poses
special problems for those in the north, where
harsh climatic and environmental conditions
limit production to four months per year.
This, along with historical inequities, results in
extreme poverty and recurrent food shortages
in Ghana’s Upper East, Upper West and
Northern Regions. CFTC’s efforts are focused
on providing integrated health, education and
livelihoods initiatives to enhance food security
for children, families and communities of
Northern Ghana.
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Chrys Anab, Country Representative,
reflects on one of CFTC-Ghana’s greatest
achievements in 2011:
“One of the best ways to lift the burden of
poverty from children is to empower their
mothers. In 2011, our partner TradeAID in
Ghana provided 394 female basket weavers
with microcredit and skills training. They also
constructed two new craft centres giving the
women a safe space to work, store materials
and showcase their finished products through
TradeAID’s networks. This critical support
allowed these women to significantly increase
their revenue from exporting their baskets, and
in so doing achieve dramatic and sustainable
improvements in their community’s development
and in the well-being of their children.”

Highlights from Ghana 2011
k CFTC’s partner RAINS improved access to basic
education for 350 children (210 girls and 140
boys) aged four to 12 in three deprived community
schools in Sang, Bidima and Zoosali. Well-ventilated
classroom blocks and furniture have increased
attendance and learning. In Ghana, a major barrier
to education for children is the high cost of school
supplies, such as textbooks. To address this issue in
these three communities, CFTC has provided over
1,058 textbooks. Teacher shortages are another barrier
to children’s success in school, and so we’ve also
supported teacher recruitment and training.
k RAINS facilitated a clean-up campaign to minimize
and prevent communicable diseases, conducting
community training sessions on good hygiene practices
in food preparation and maintaining cleanliness in
living spaces. RAINS engaged community members
by having them draw up sanitation action plans and
implement them collectively. These action plans focused
heavily on hand-washing with soap and removal of
garbage from public spaces.
k CFTC’s partner SIDSEC implemented a sustainable
Village Savings and Loans Association (VSLA) model
with nine women’s groups in the Upper West Region of
Ghana. The community-owned savings scheme promotes
ownership, independence and accountability among
group members and provides an exit strategy for the
partner to respond to other pressing community needs.

Upper East
Region
Upper West
Region
Northern
Region

Communities where CFTC works
in Ghana: Upper East, Upper West
and Northern Regions

Accra

# of CFTC direct beneficiaries
5,306 children | 2,250 adults
Local Partners
• Regional Advisory Information and
Network Systems (RAINS)
• Sustainable Integrated Development
Services Centre (SIDSEC)
• TradeAID Integrated (TAI)
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Bienvenue en Haiti!
The January 2010 earthquake in Haiti resulted in one of
the most complex humanitarian emergencies in recent
history. Two years later, progress has occurred and –
although slow – continues. Large-scale homelessness
and displacement has declined from 2.3 million people
to around 500,000 today and half of the rubble has
been cleared. However, cholera is still a major threat
to public health, and much of the workforce remains
unemployed or underemployed. Political instability
continues to slow Haiti’s development overall. The
situation for children is deeply concerning: childhood
mortality and undernourishment is extremely high,
less than half of school-aged children are in school,
and an estimated 2,000 girls and boys are trafficked
across borders annually.

14

Within challenging and sometimes dangerous
environments, CFTC’s local partners have done
exceptional work in 2011. Our ability to conduct
development work within disaster zones by marshalling
local resources and building local capacity has been
honed. The completion of the House of Hope
Orphanage dormitory reconstruction is an example,
and we also saw great success with a CIDA-funded
irrigation project completed in Léogâne in December
2011, which created 14,932 jobs. The system now
brings water for crop production to thousands of
farmers in the Bongnotte-Léogâne area. We remain
focused in Haiti on identifying and implementing
longer-term sustainable solutions to the many
challenges faced by Haiti’s impoverished families.

Welcome to Haiti!

Country Representative Madsen Gachette points
to two construction projects as CFTC-Haiti’s
greatest achievement in 2011, not only because
of the benefits they brought to children and
communities, but also because they both relied
on a community-based partnership with local
contractor, Firme de Construction et de Service
Agricole (FICOSA).
“On the House of Hope dorm reconstruction
project, FICOSA worked side-by-side with
CFTC, recruiting 200 craftspeople and workers
from Port-au-Prince and surrounding area and
providing not just job creation and infrastructure
so desperately needed, but a boost to the spirits,
too. We were so impressed with FICOSA on
House of Hope that we brought them in on the
CIDA Léogâne project, and they again went
over and above, facing challenges from material
shortages to weather delays to physical danger
– and still completing the project in a timely
and professional way. Doing development work
through local organizations is a value that CFTC
believes in wholeheartedly – it creates economic
and empowerment opportunities that otherwise
wouldn’t be found.”

Highlights from Haiti 2011
k Ninety-nine per cent of the primary-school students at
HOH were successful on the national exam (surpassing
the national average). Similarly, 100 per cent of
secondary-school students at HOH were successful
and advanced to the next level (again, surpassing
the national average). House of Hope founder, Alice
Barthole, celebrated the university graduation of five of
her former “kids,” four from universities in Haiti and
one from the Dominican Republic.
k Ninety-three families in the communities of Cameau
and Goyavier received new sanitation facilities and were
trained on maintenance, improving the communities’
hygiene and contributing to better public health.
k In Thor, Cameau and Courjeolles, 16,000 people
received health care services through brick-andmortar and mobile health clinics operated by
CFTC’s partner OMES.

1

2

Communities where CFTC works in Haiti:
Cameau, Courjeolles, Gressier, Goyavier,
Léogâne, Thor

Goyavier
Courjeolles

Thor
Gressier
Port-au-Prince
Cameau
Leogane

# of CFTC direct beneficiaries
11,130 children | 12,667 adults
Local Partners
• House of Hope (HOH)
• International Child Care (ICC) Grace Children’s Hospital
• Organisation de la Mission Evangelique
Salem (OMES)
• Service Oecumenique d’Entraide (SOE)
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Mbalamusiiza okuva eUganda!

Greetings from Uganda!

Uganda – known as “the pearl of Africa” – has made substantive gains in economic growth over the
last two decades, however the overall welfare of its large rural population has not kept pace. Political
stabilization, debt reduction and economic reforms have enabled Uganda to record year-over-year
growth since 2008 despite the global economic downturn and regional instability, although this
growth has not always led to poverty reduction. Certain regions and populations are disproportionately
affected, particularly children in rural areas. An estimated 7.5 million children in Uganda are
categorized as orphans and vulnerable children (OVCs), and their health and welfare is significantly
compromised by high levels of poverty and population growth, HIV/AIDS, child labour, and in recent
years, increasing frequency of child abductions and trafficking. Uganda’s gap in essential services such
as education, health care and clean water, combined with an agricultural sector susceptible to frequent
drought, means that families struggle to achieve sustainable livelihoods and children experience
significant barriers to fulfilling their potential. CFTC and our partners work across multiple sectors to
address orphans’ and vulnerable children’s basic needs.

Christina Sempebwa, CFTC-Uganda’s Country Representative,
says that our local partners’ focus on livelihoods has made major
changes in the lives of Ugandan families in 2011.
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“Nakuloba in Bugiri built a two-room permanent brick house
using income from her goats and by cultivating maize. She now
provides her grandchildren with a permanent house and rents
her mud hut for additional income. Naku in Bugiri set up a shop
selling chickens and milk and was able to send his children to
school. Aisha, from the suburbs of Kampala, takes care of her
young nephew who is HIV-positive. She has a poultry project
that feeds her family. Grace lives in Bwerenga on the shores
of Lake Victoria. Her vegetable garden provides nutritious
food for her eight children and is a source of income.
These very personal stories are typical examples of the
incredible impact our Ugandan partners are having on
people’s day-to-day lives.”

Highlights from Uganda 2011
k Through their holistic Home-Based Care (HBC) model,
CFTC’s partner UCOBAC delivered counselling and
training in hygiene, sanitation and infection prevention to
80 new HIV and AIDS-affected households, in addition
to the 365 households already enrolled. These households
also received home upgrades, latrines and a grant to start
income-generating activities.
k Our partner HUYSLINCI surveyed mosquito-net
beneficiaries to determine whether increased levels of
awareness of malaria prevention and treatment resulted
in behaviour change and found that 82 per cent of
households maintained the nets they received and used
the knowledge gained from training. Forty-six per cent
had replaced their old nets, demonstrating they had seen
and believed in the nets’ preventive capacity. Eighteen per
cent could not replace their nets due to extreme poverty – an
opportunity for HUYSLINCI to further engage and respond.
k CFTC partner CEDO facilitated the formation of 30
new Village Savings and Loan Associations (VSLAs)
for 187 members. This is in addition to their existing
662 members, all of whom have now initiated incomegenerating activities to augment household income. As
many VSLA members are parents of children who attend
CEDO’s Early Childhood Development centres, CEDO
is currently working on building their capacity to share
lunch provision responsibilities and promote program
sustainability.

We believe in each
other’s potential.
Communities where CFTC works
in Uganda: Bugiri, Entebbe,
Kampala, Masindi
Masindi
Bugiri
Kampala
Entebbe

# of CFTC direct beneficiaries
7,645 children | 7,225 adults
Local Partners
• Baylor College of Medicine Children’s
Foundation-Uganda (BCM-U)
• Child Rights Empowerment and
Development Organization (CEDO)
• Huys Link Community Initiative
(HUYSLINCI)
• Uganda Community-Based Association
for Child Welfare (UCOBAC)
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solutions. An example
is how the lives of fa
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ies in
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ged with the formation
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Village Savings and Lo
an Associations, which
give
them access to loans
from funds that they
save.
The groups are made
up of 25 to 30 memb
ers and
their individual savings
are as small as 20 ce
nts a
week; the loans they
take can be about CA
D $20.
But the cumulative an
d collective change tha
t they
can achieve is phenom
enal.
Christina Sempebwa
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Plotting Our Course
by Rob King, Chair
CFTC Board of Directors

In mid-2011, it was my privilege to assume the
role of Chair of the CFTC board of directors –
a board that has grown tremendously over the
past several years under the leadership of my
predecessors Anne Marie Turnbull and Dr. Mark
Wise. On the foundation they built, it became my
mandate to further strengthen board governance
practices, and in 2011 we made significant strides
towards that goal.

Strengthening Board Committees
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The CFTC board’s two main committees are the
Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) and the
Nomination and Governance Committee (NGC).
Both reviewed their mandates in 2011 (see excerpts
in the sidebar on page 20) to ensure a common
understanding of their respective accountabilities
and practices, clear communication and appropriate decision-making between committees and
the board. All board directors are encouraged
to serve on a committee, with nominations and
chairing confirmed by a board resolution.

Strengthening Financial Oversight

Building Board Expertise

The NGC recruited new board members to
bolster our financial management and auditing
capacity, and specifically, to lead our Finance
and Audit Committee. To our 2010 additions of
Derek Briffett and Jamie Porter, we also welcomed
Kurt Kroesen to the board in 2011 and to the
FAC in early 2012. Each of these individuals
brings senior credentials and experience in
financial management to CFTC.

The NGC spent much of 2011 focused on board
recruitment to replace outgoing members and
recruit new skill sets matching the evolving needs
of the agency. At CFTC, board recruitment is
conducted by leveraging members’ networks,
reaching out through known board agencies
(such as Altruvest), and advertising on the largest
non-profit job boards in Canada. Potential new
directors are evaluated on their technical skills
as well as previous experience serving as chair or
committee chair on another board. We also look
for other qualities uniquely suited to CFTC such
as a dedication to improving children’s welfare and
poverty alleviation, experience in international
development, or creating high impact organizations.

In the spirit of continuous improvement, one of
the FAC’s priority tasks in 2011 was to support
management’s recommendation of a transition
to a new audit firm, PricewaterhouseCoopers.
This exciting change strengthens CFTC’s ability
to respond to the increasing complexity of the
legislative and regulatory environment for nonprofits in Canada. The FAC meets and reports
to the board quarterly, reviewing in more detail
CFTC’s insurance, budget and financial situation
and providing guidance to management on
improved practices and reporting.

The NGC interviews potential candidates and
brings them forward for consideration by the
entire board, which in turn is responsible for
approving membership. Our practice is to be fully
transparent with potential new directors with

respect to CFTC’s plans, known risks, challenges
and expectations. We share materials such as
the Executive Director’s quarterly reports to the
board, board minutes, the organization’s three-year
strategic plan, and historical financial statements.
This is consistent with the value we place on
transparency and also sets clear parameters for the
commitment we expect. The process has resulted
in a truly exceptional mix of directors who are at
the top of their fields, who bring specialized skills,
and who are willing to work closely with our senior
management team – a highly productive synergy
that we consider key to our success.
In 2011, the NGC Chair and the Executive Director
on-boarded each new director, and while important,
it consumed quite a lot of time. In 2012, the NGC
will release an onboarding “kit” to streamline the
process and ensure that new directors have the
tools and knowledge required to carry out their
fiduciary responsibilities with excellence.

Maintaining and Enhancing Board
Best Practice
At CFTC, we are always seeking best practices
and shared learning from other high-performing
organizations. The board’s terms of reference
will be revised in 2012 to better reflect current
realities and operating practices. In 2011, we
deepened the focus of our quarterly board meetings
to offer greater visibility on issues related to
governance, compliance and risk management, as
well as quarterly reporting against operating plan
objectives and financials. Much work has been
done over the years to refine the standing agenda
and management of these meetings so that the
attendees – board directors, the Executive Director
and the senior management team – understand and
can fulfill their respective roles and responsibilities.
The board is also responsible for evaluating the
Executive Director’s performance, approving and
overseeing progress and delivery on the strategic plan
and budgets, and organizational governance overall.

Debra Kerby was hired as CFTC’s Executive Director
in mid-2010. Debra and her senior management
team of four are responsible for executing CFTC’s
strategy as well as day-to-day operations. In her
short time with CFTC, Debra has revitalized the
senior management team with new expertise and
taken the organization to a new level of performance.
The increased strength in the organization and
on the board has led to greater attention to and
higher levels of internal control, forecasting, risk
management, and analysis and planning.

Heading for New Horizons
Quarterly board meetings allow us to stay on top of
ever-shifting national and international circumstances.
We’ve been better positioned to manage the risks
associated with fundraising proactively in an
environment that continues to be characterized by
the effects of the global economic downturn, which
has coincided with reduced access to public funding
from sources such as the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA). Fortunately, we
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CFTC’s Board Committees
CFTC’s Board of Directors has two main committees, comprised
of a minimum of three and a maximum of five members, with each
Committee Chair appointed by the Board Chair.

do not rely on CIDA or other large institutional or government grants as a main
revenue source so our exposure is minimal. At the same time, the board has
never lost sight of the need to pursue innovative, high-growth and lower-cost
fundraising strategies to diversify CFTC’s funding base.
While we recognize there are always opportunities for improvement, we believe that
2011 was a watershed year for advances in good governance at CFTC. CFTC once
again received accreditation as an Imagine Canada Ethical Code member – one
of only 414 agencies in Canada with this designation. We also committed to the
Canadian Council for International Co-operation (CCIC)’s Code of Ethics and
Operating Standards which apply specifically to international development agencies.
The need for exceptional governance and for flexibility and agility balanced by
considered decision-making and due diligence has never been higher.
I can report with pride that everyone at CFTC has risen to those demands with
professionalism, I would even say courage. Achieving the new Imagine Canada
Standards will be a focus for the board in 2012. Upon completion, it will mark a
milestone on our journey to excellence in corporate governance. And while the
journey is ongoing, we are already an organization with renewed depth, breadth
and strength, and one that offers all key stakeholders the assurance that their
investment in our mission is being stewarded with the highest degree of integrity
and accountability.
Rob King
Chair of the Board
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The Finance and Audit Committee is accountable for both
traditional finance and traditional audit responsibilities, which
include providing guidance, review and oversight to the development
of the annual budget and monitoring organizational performance
versus budget; reviewing and recommending investment policy
to the board; assessing overall financial risks and overseeing
management’s risk mitigation strategies; and providing oversight to
CFTC’s internal controls. The FAC recommends the appointment of
the external auditor to the board, monitors their independence, and
reviews and recommends approval of the audited statements by the
board. It also recommends the annual budget to the board, with the
board responsible for final budget approval.
Active members in 2011: Jamie Porter (Chair as at Dec 31/11),
Derek Briffett, Rob King, Kurt Kroesen*
*Kurt joined the CFTC Board of Directors in December 2011 and the
Finance and Audit Committee in March, 2012.

The Nomination and Governance Committee’s mandate is to
assist the Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities in
relation to nomination of directors; the size, composition and
structure of the Board and its committees; the overall approach
to corporate governance; and the orientation and continuing
education for directors.
Active members in 2011: Michelle Walsh (Chair as at
Dec 31/11), Simon Fisch, Anne Marie Turnbull

CANADIAN FEED THE CHILDREN

Debra Kerby

Executive Director

Senior Management Team
Anne Marshall

CFO & Chief Administrative Officer

Heather Johnston*

Director of Programs

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Rob King, Chair

Managing Director, Corporate Banking, The Bank of Nova Scotia

Directors as at Dec 31/11
Derek Briffett, Vice-Chair

Chief Financial Officer, Associated Brands

Anne Marie Turnbull, Past Chair
President, AMT Associates Ltd.

Dusanka Pavlica
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Director of Communications
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Simon Fisch

Legal Counsel, Children’s Aid Society of Toronto

Directors serving 2011
Ken Ashacker
Janet Bannister
Peter Stern
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2011 Summary Audited Financial Statements
Independent Auditor’s Report
The accompanying summary financial statements, which comprise the summary statement
of financial position as at December 31, 2011, the summary statements of revenue and
expenditure and changes in fund balances for the year then ended, and related note, are derived
from the audited financial statements of Canadian Feed The Children for the year ended
December 31, 2011. We expressed a qualified audit opinion on those financial statements
in our report dated June 12, 2012. Those financial statements, and these summary financial
statements, do not reflect the effects of events that occurred subsequent to the date of our report
on those financial statements.
The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required by Canadian
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Reading the summarized financial
statements, therefore, is not a substitute for reading the audited financial statements of
Canadian Feed The Children.

Management’s Responsibility for the Summary Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation of a summary of the audited financial statements
on the basis described in the note to the summary financial statements.

Auditor’s Responsibility

that in common with many charitable organizations, Canadian Feed The Children derives
revenues from contributions and events, the completeness of which is not susceptible to
satisfactory audit verification. Accordingly, our verification of these revenues was limited to the
amounts recorded in the records of Canadian Feed The Children. Therefore, we were not able
to determine whether any adjustments might be necessary to contributions, excess of revenue
over expenditure (expenditure over revenue) and cash flows from operations for the years ended
December 31, 2011 and December 31, 2010, current assets as at December 31, 2011 and
December 31, 2010 and net assets at both the beginning and end of the December 31, 2011
and December 31, 2010 years. Our audit opinion on the financial statements for the year ended
December 31, 2011 was modified accordingly because of the possible effects of this limitation
in scope. Our qualified audit opinion states that, except for the possible effects of the matter
described in our qualified opinion, those financial statements present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of Canadian Feed The Children as at December 31, 2011 and its results
of operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian GAAP.

Other Matter

The financial statements of Canadian Feed The Children for the year ended December 31, 2010
were audited by another auditor who expressed a qualified opinion for the completeness of
contributions on those financial statements on June 13, 2011.

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the summary financial statements based on our
procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Canadian Auditing Standard (CAS) 810,
Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements.

Opinion
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In our opinion, these summary financial statements derived from the audited financial
statements of Canadian Feed The Children for the year ended December 31, 2011 are a fair
summary of those financial statements on the basis described in the note to the summary
financial statements. However, the summary financial statements are possibly misstated to the
equivalent extent as the audited financial statements of Canadian Feed The Children for the
year ended December 31, 2011.

PricewaterhouseCoopers
Chartered Accountants, Licensed Public Accountants
July 6, 2012
Toronto, Ontario

The possible misstatement of the audited financial statements is described in our qualified
audit opinion in our report dated June 12, 2012. Our qualified opinion is based on the fact

For CFTC’s complete audited financial statements, please visit the “financials” section of
www.CanadianFeedTheChildren.ca

Statement of Financial Position
As at December 31
Assets
Current assets
Portfolio investments
Capital assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances
Current liabilities
Fund balances

Statement of Revenue & Expenditure
Year ended December 31
Revenue
Contributions and events
Medicines/gifts-in-kind
Grants
Investment and other income
Expenditure
Programs
Fundraising
Administrative
Excess Revenue/(Expenditure) for the Year

2011
$

2010
$

Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
Year ended December 31

2011
$

2010
$

860,471
1,490,793
44,482
2,395,746

1,096,854
1,434,008
14,491
2,545,353

Fund Balances - Beginning of Year
Excess Revenue/(Expenditure) for the Year
Fund Balances - End of Year

2,233,867
(171,133)
2,062,734

1,909,894
323,973
2,233,867

333,012
2,062,734
2,395,746

311,486
2,233,867
2,545,353

2011
$

2010
$

6,196,748
8,319,880
350,756
100,863
14,968,247

6,820,519
9,164,112
34,325
16,018,956

12,346,279
1,958,171
834,930
15,139,380
(171,133)

12,966,871
1,979,076
749,036
15,694,983
323,973

Note to Summary Financial Statements December 31, 2011
Applied criteria in preparation of the summary financial statements are as follows:
a) The information in the summary financial statements is in agreement with the
related information in the complete financial statements; and
b) The summary financial statements contain the information necessary to
avoid distorting or obscuring matters disclosed in the related complete
financial statements, including the notes thereto.
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In 2011, we were able to improve the lives of
thousands of children, families and communities
because of the generous contributions of our
many donors.
From monthly donors and child sponsors, to
our Best.Gift.Ever gift-givers, to our community
fundraisers and leadership donors, our heartfelt
appreciation goes out to each and every one of
you who turned compassion into action, and
gave so selflessly in 2011 to help children thrive.
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With deep appreciation to our
leadership supporters
Ajax Downs and the Picov family
Alamos Gold Inc.
Atco Power Ltd.
Dany and Lisa Assaf
The Athletic Club
Eleanor Augusteijn
Bill Austin and Julie Sullivan
Grant and Margaret Blair
The Ben and Hilda Katz Charitable
Foundation
Marcus Berns, Metal Sculptor
Bouey Family Charity Fund
Derek Briffett
Heather and Al Broughton
Ray Budd
Lindsay Bueckert
C & A Tooling Inc.
The Calgary Foundation
Canadian Auto Workers Union Social
Justice Fund
Carleton University – Canadian Feed
The Children Club
Cenovus Energy Inc.
CIBC Children’s Foundation
James Clow and Juliana Elsinga
David Cooper and Heidi Alston
Cara Cross and Nigel Perkins
Data Solutions Canada
Paul and Lynn Di Genova
James Douketis and family

Joe Dwek
Peter Edwards
EnCana Corporation
Ludwik Fedorko and Peggy Marcon
Anastassia and Natalia Ferdman
Fleming Foundation
Edith Friskney
Joe Gallo
Ms. Anna E. Graham-Cumming
John and Judith Grant
Rick and Margaret Harrop
Mark Hundert - Hay Group Ltd.
Denis Hayes
Ken Herbert
Myra Hourihan
Howick Foundation
Bruce and Candice Howson
Jackman Foundation
Adam and Stephanie Jongsma
Rob King
Murray and Sheila Lang
The Employees of Lawyers’ Professional
Indemnity Company (LAWPRO)
Leanne Palylyk Children’s Foundation
Dr. Joanny Liu
Roy and Jean MacDonald
Margaret MacKinnon
Madgar Oil Field Services
The Mariano Elia Foundation

Leadership supporters from all across Canada give to Canadian Feed The Children
anonymously. We would like to thank them for their kind support and generosity.

Rowan McKenzie
Patrick McKeough,
The Successful Investor
Marg McKillop
David and Carol Miller
Newman’s Own Foundation
Margaret O’Kelly
O’Brien-Jackson Family Foundation
Ontario Power Generation Inc.
Charles and Lore Ormrod
Mr. and Mrs. Lorne Peters
Richard E. Ted Phillips
Philpot Family Fund
Jamie Porter
Prairie Milk Marketing Partnership
Joe and Bernadette Price
Dominic and Laura Proctor
Ptarmigan Foundation
Andrew Purnis
QLT Inc.
R.V. Anderson Associates Limited
James Ratchford
Jean-Francois Rebours
Shane Ruman
Salt Food Photography
Linda Sanderson
Johan and Maria Sawatzky
Scotiabank
Audrey Shepherd

Thomas Simons
Sisters of Charity of The Immaculate
Conception
Smith Falls District Collegiate
James Smith
Elizabeth Spielbergs
The Sprott Foundation
David and Verna Stelfox
Joan Symes
Hergen Tantzen and Anilin
Decorating Centre
TELUS Toronto Community Board
Dr. Elmer M. Tory
Traffic Detours Inc.
Anne Marie Turnbull
United Steelworkers
The University of Western Ontario –
Canadian Feed The Children Club
Ve’ahavta
Maurice and Gloria Walsh
Michelle Walsh
Thuraya Weedon
Barbara C. Wiebe
Ken and Cristina Wiebe
Ian and Joy Winterborn
Dr. Mark Wise and Mrs. Gayle Wise
Bob and Joan Wright
Craig Wright and Susan Guest
Kay Wright
Paul Zelichowski

CFTC also receives thoughtful bequests and legacy gifts. We are grateful for this
support which creates meaningful and lasting change for children around the world.
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Thank you to all of our inspiring
community fundraisers!
Our community fundraisers
reach out to their friends,
families, colleagues and peers
to support our important
work in many creative and
meaningful ways.

Weddings
Thanks to all our brides and grooms who
choose to honour their wedding guests by
making a gift to a special community project.
What a wonderful way to share your joy with
the world!

.

Children’s Birthday Parties
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In 2011 we had tremendous support
from youngsters choosing to celebrate
their special day by giving back to others.
Instead of gifts, friends and family made
donations to CFTC to celebrate the
birthday boy or girl. These events warm
our hearts and remind us that even if you’re
small you can make a big impact.

University and School Clubs
Students across the country from primary
to graduate school are rallying their fellow
students to support our work through some
amazing events. From comedy nights to
fashion shows to open-mike talent spectacles,
students are raising awareness, learning lots,
having fun and giving back.

Mountain Climbers and Treks
While taking on the challenge of a lifetime,
our brave and motivated donors use these
opportunities to rally their peers and raise
funds for important community development
initiatives. Whether it’s a climb up
Kilimanjaro or a cross-country bicycle trek,
these momentous feats are a great way to
encourage us all to think big and do more.

World Food Party
From October 9 to 16, 2011, Canadian
Feed The Children hosted our first annual
World Food Party.
This week-long event raised awareness of
hunger and raised funds to reduce the impact
of poverty on children and communities in
Canada and around the world.
Through school events, pot-lucks, backyard
barbecues and brown bag lunches, you
joined the party and supported the vision
of a world where children thrive, free from
poverty.
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Thank You!
Driven by volunteers from Canada’s Electrical Industry in partnership with Canadian Feed The Children,
Hungry for Change is an ongoing campaign to provide life-saving nutrition for children in Canada and
around the world. Since 2008, the Hungry for Change initiative has rallied companies, employees and
customers within Canada’s electrical industry to raise much-needed funds and awareness for children
affected by poverty. By the end of the fourth year of the campaign in 2011, we had raised $940,000.
Congratulations and our deepest gratitude to the Hungry for Change committee and its corporate
supporters!

Hungry For Change 2011
Committee Members
Wayne Donaldson (Committee Chair),
Rexel Canada Electrical Inc.
Carol McGlogan, Canlyte Inc.
Cindy Doherty, Intralec Electrical Products
Darren Buium, EECOL Electric
Dave Syer, Hubbell Canada Inc.
John Kerr, Kerrwil Integrated Inc.
Mary Ellen Donaldson, Purolator
Bob Shapiro, Franklin Empire Inc.
Shannon Fougere, CSA Enterprises
Steve Crocker, Wesco Distribution Canada
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Corporate Supporters
4th Utility Inc.
Adanac Sales Inc.
Anixter
Armada Electrical Services Ltd.
BC Electrical Association
Brews Supply Ltd.
Brockway Enterprises
Canlyte Inc.
Chemco Electrical Contractors Ltd.
Columbia - MBF
CSA Enterprises
Dixon Electric
EECOL Electric
Electra Supply Inc.
Electrical Service & Contracting Ltd.
Electro-Federation Canada
Gemini Electrical Ltd.
Gerrie Electric Wholesale Limited
Gescan Ltd.

Guillevin International Co.
Hammond Power Solutions
Houle Electric Limited
Hubbell
IED Limited Partnership
Intralec Electrical Products
Kamwin Electrica Ltd.
Kenry Electric Ltd.
Legrand
Liteline
Marie Poirier Planning
Mott Electric
Nedco Canada
Nomad Xpress & Crane Service Ltd.
Northwinds
Osso Electric Supplies Inc.
Philips Canlyte Lachine
Philips Lighting Canada
PM Electric Ltd.

Purolator
Quality Electric & Motor Sales Inc.
Reptech Enterprises
Rexel Canada Electrical Inc.
Robertson Electric Wholesale
Tee-Jay Instrumentation
Territorial Electric Ltd.
Texcan, a division of Sonepar
Canada
Thomas and Betts
Siemens Canada Ltd.
Sonepar Ontario
Southwire
Vector Electrical And Controls
Voyageur Electric Ltd.
Westburne Electric
Wesco Distribution Canada Limited
Westcana Electric Inc.

Notes:
1 The UNDP Multidimensional Poverty Index is a composite measure of
the percentage of deprivations in education, health and living standards
that the average person would experience if those of poor households were
shared equally across the population. Source: UNDP, International Human
Development Indicators, 2011.
2 The UNDP Human Development Index (HDI) is a summary measure of
human development. It measures the average achievements in a country
in three basic dimensions of human development: a long and healthy life,
access to knowledge and a decent standard of living. Source: UNDP, Human
Development Report, 2011.
3 Includes registered and non-registered Indians, Métis and Inuit; First Nations
refers to registered Indians only. Where statistics refer to First Nations, they are
so noted as FN.
4 Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC), A Comparison
of Socio-economic Conditions, 1996 and 2001 (based on 2001 census data,
published 2005 – more recent data not available). Per Auditor General’s report of
June, 2011, no appreciable difference to these numbers has been noted.
5 Statistics Canada Census 2006, First Nations living on reserve
6 Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, 2011-2012 Report on
Plans and Priorities: Demographic Description http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/
eng/1315424049095#ft4a
7 Estimated by AANDC, see footnote 4. Gap between non-Aboriginal Canadians
and registered Indians 2006 = 0.21
8 The Community Well-Being (CWB) Index is a method of assessing socioeconomic well-being in Canadian communities. It combines census data on income,
educational attainment, labour force activity, and housing into well-being “scores”
for each of the several thousand communities in Canada. The CWB Index was first
released in 2004.
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